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the latest updates for the visual foxpro 8.0 development tools for windows include a new version of the
ole db provider for use in connection with sql server, as well as a new version of the visual foxpro ole db

provider for use in connection with sql server. the latest windows updates for visual foxpro include
windows xp themes support, improved development productivity, new database features such as

hierarchical support, new xml web services features, and new and improved compatibility with visual
studio.net and sql server 2000. in addition, the visual foxpro development tools for windows now include
a visual foxpro software update wizard, which provides a tool for automating the process of downloading
the latest updates to visual foxpro. visual foxpro is available for download from the visual foxpro web site
as well as from the download site for visual foxpro 8.0 service pack 2. additional information about visual

foxpro 8.0 will be found in the msdn visual foxpro 8.0 web site. update the item information in the
registry by using the following command:reg add hkcu\software\microsoft\office\12.0\common\{guid} /v

installset /t reg_sz /d "c:\program files\common files\microsoft
shared\office\12.0\installset\{uninstallfullsetname}" update the item information in the registry by using

the following command:reg add hkcu\software\microsoft\office\12.0\common\{guid} /v installset /t
reg_sz /d "c:\program files\common files\microsoft shared\office\12.0\installset\{uninstallfullsetname}"
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you can use visual foxpro with
microsoft's visual studio

development environment, or you
can use visual foxpro's own editor.
by default, the editor is configured
to write code that is written to the

foxpro.exe file, which can be
converted into an executable on

the fly. the vfp editor, when
configured to write code to a foxpro
project file, produces an executable

that is compatible with the
microsoft visual web server. but,

the configuration of the vfp editor is
not very intuitive. an alternative is

to use an external editor. for
example, you can use notepad to
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write code to a foxpro project file,
which is then converted into a

stand-alone executable when the
file is built. your best option is to

use visual studio as the vfp editor.
the visual studio compiler is a very

powerful development
environment, which enables you to

write code that is platform-
independent, and which is suitable
for building applications that need

to be distributed to multiple
platforms. visual studio also

includes the visual foxpro project
file editor, which is very intuitive.
finally, visual studio includes the

microsoft visual web server, which
can run executables that were

generated from visual studio. visual
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studio includes both the application
and the visual foxpro project file
editor. because the visual foxpro

project file editor is so easy to use,
many developers prefer to use it to
build web applications. this article
describes how you can use visual
foxpro to build web applications. it

explains how to create a visual
foxpro project file, and how to

convert the project file into a web
application. it also explains how to
create a web site that includes the

application, and how to run the
application from a web browser.
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